Single molecule fluorescence spectroscopy: a tool for protein studies approaching cellular environmental conditions†
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Due to their high sensitivity and specificity fluorescence based single molecule techniques offer the possibility to study individual molecules (e.g., proteins or protein complexes) in situ in their cellular context. Recent progress in instrumentation and in sample preparation provides an increasingly better accessibility to more complex molecular assemblies. These assemblies mimic the natural cellular environmental conditions and at the same time allow sophisticated studies on proteins of interest. This review gives a brief introduction to single molecule fluorescence techniques and presents some selected applications on protein folding and on complex formation of membrane proteins.

Introduction

One of the major goals in biology is to understand the function of proteins and of macromolecular complexes in their cellular context. In order to reach this goal, different and typically complementary measuring techniques have to be applied. Fluorescence based methods offer the possibility to measure protein properties and interactions with a high sensitivity and selectivity. The advent of bright and more photostable fluorescent dyes and an enormous methodical and technical improvement of high resolution fluorescence spectroscopy and microscopy enabled studies on proteins even at a single molecule level.1–7 If one wants to measure sample parameters in ensemble, the investigated processes have to be synchronized which is often difficult or some times even impossible to achieve. By employing single molecule studies asynchronous processes (e.g., protein folding) can be studied in more detail. The advantage of this technique is given by the fact that it provides information on the distribution of parameters characterizing the protein. From bulk measurements only mean values of these parameters can be extracted.5,8–10

The most straightforward approach to study proteins in the cellular context is to measure them directly inside (living) cells. Because most proteins in cells are very mobile and able to diffuse around in restricted areas or compartments within the cell, single particle tracking (SPT) is often employed. This method allows to following individual molecules with high spatial resolution in real time. Numerous interesting cellular aspects have been studied in living cells, which include vesicle trafficking,11 nuclear pore transport,12 viral infection,13 cell membranes and cell signaling,14,15 and gene transcription and translation.16 In addition various techniques have been developed recently that aim to achieve subdiffraction-resolution in imaging living cells. Although these techniques do not necessarily focus on studying single biomolecules, they make use of the single fluorophore sensitivity to achieve an experimental resolution of 20 nm or better, which is a tremendous improvement with respect to conventional imaging techniques.17–21

However, although single molecule fluorescence study on proteins in living cells is a powerful approach, it is also often limited by the assortment of fluorescent dyes, by the accessibility of the target molecule, and by the ability to manipulate the sample.

Another promising approach is to study proteins outside the cell in an environment which mimics relevant features of the cell. In the case of single molecule methods these (in vitro) assays typically consist of a low concentration of immobilized proteins or protein-complexes performing their biological activity, for example by interacting with their corresponding binding partners. By choosing a proper labeling configuration, conformational changes of the protein of interest can be monitored in an ongoing biochemical process. An increasing number of interesting and promising results demonstrate that single molecule fluorescence methods in combination with in situ measurements on complex sample arrangements provide a powerful tool to elucidate functional details of proteins and biological nanomachines (see for example ref. 6, 7 and 10 and references therein).

In this review we briefly describe the methodology and the technical realization of single molecule fluorescence studies with in vitro assays. We present and discuss results from some recent studies, which made use of the described approach. Since this review is presenting only a few examples focusing on applications with in vitro assays, we refer the readers for an extended overview on methods and applications of fluorescence single molecule studies to other distinguished and more elaborated reviews.5,7,22–25

Microscopy and samples

In order to monitor the properties of individual proteins by fluorescence we need to label the protein of interest with a highly sensitive fluorescent dye (or with several dyes of different colors). In addition we have to keep the protein at a low concentration to make sure that signals from individual probes can be separated. For single molecule fluorescence studies essentially two different types of setups are established. In a typical wide-field fluorescence microscope (Fig. 1A) excitation light from a continuous wave laser is reflected by a (multiband) dichroic mirror into a high numerical aperture objective. Fluorescence emission light from surface tethered fluorescently labeled biomolecules or from
Fluorophores in immobilized cells is collected by the same objective and passed onto a high-sensitive Peltier-cooled charge coupled device (CCD) camera. For many applications (e.g., colocalization of different molecules, Förster resonance energy transfer, FRET) a setup with at least two colors, which are measured simultaneously, is required. In a dual-color wide-field setup the image of both colors is split by a further dichroic mirror and finally projected into two separated areas of the CCD camera. This setup allows the observation of many (up to a few hundred) immobilized individual molecules at the same time. The time resolution for taking an image with this setup is technically limited by the frame rate (up to 100 Hz) of the CCD camera. Practically the time resolution is also limited by the molecular brightness of the fluorescent dyes, by the detection efficiency, and by the excitation power. A further useful improvement of this setup is to employ the TIRF (total internal reflection fluorescence) illumination. In contrast to the classical wide-field illumination, TIRF-illumination can yield a much higher signal-to-background ratio (for details see ref. 26 and 28).

Another type of setup is given by a confocal microscope (Fig. 1B). Here the excitation light is tightly focused to a diffraction-limited focal spot that limits the area on the surface (or the volume in solution) of fluorescence detection. The emitted fluorescence light is focused onto a pinhole acting as a small aperture for spatial filtering. After a further dichroic mirror and respective emission filters the light is detected by two avalanche photodiodes (APDs). In contrast to CCD cameras in the wide-field setup, APDs offer a much higher time resolution which is sufficient to measure fluorescence life times (ns) if pulsed lasers are employed. In the case of surface tethered molecules this setup can be used as a confocal laser scanning microscope for imaging two colors simultaneously. Compared to the wide-field setup using CCD cameras, the image acquisition by scanning over a surface takes much more time (in the order of tens of seconds). While typically for the wide-field setup signals can be obtained only from surface immobilized molecules, the confocal microscope can also be used for studies of molecules diffusing freely in solution. This property enables further interesting applications such as fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) or two color single molecule coincidence fluorescence spectroscopy. For single molecule studies on proteins both setups have advantages and disadvantages. Therefore the employment of both, partly complementary, techniques is very useful in practice.

To study proteins as close as possible in their cellular environment, surface immobilized proteins have the following advantages. (1) Surface immobilization of biomolecules is necessary if the wide-field setup is employed (see above). (2) Individual freely diffusing molecules allow only for limited...
observation times, effectively limited by the photostability of the fluorescent dye. (3) The immobilization of the biomolecules of interest allows an exchange of buffer solutions for initiating or stopping a biochemical process, which in a closed chamber system enables time resolved in situ measurements. In order to image surface immobilized and functional biomolecules the binding mechanism has to be specific. Unspecific binding must be suppressed as much as possible. Typically the surface of a cover slide is first blocked with polyethylene glycol (PEG) and the specific surface tethering is accomplished by a biotin–streptavidin binding assay (Fig. 2). This approach enables a homogenous surface coverage of functional and labeled biomolecules with a density of a few hundred molecules in an area of about 50 \times 50 \, \mu m^2 (for more details see ref. 24 and 26).

Monitoring protein synthesis and protein folding

In the cell protein synthesis and also folding of proteins take place on ribosomes. In order to elucidate details of these processes several single molecule fluorescence studies with surface tethered ribosomes in action have been performed in the last few years. One major focus is to understand how polypeptide chain elongation and folding are coupled. For this purpose de novo synthesis and folding of a green fluorescent protein mutant (GFP Emerald) was observed at single molecule level (Fig. 2 and 3). For imaging fluorescently labeled ribosomes (red detection channel) and emerging GFP molecules (green detection channel) a dual color fluorescence wide-field microscope was used. The obtained images indicate that approximately 10–15% of all visible ribosomes produce a bound, mature, and fluorescent GFP (Fig. 3A–C). In a next series of measurements the appearance of individual synthesized GFP molecules was monitored as a function of time (Fig. 3D). The formation of the fluorescent chromophore is a rather slow posttranslational autocatalytic process which often requires at least several minutes. GFP fluorescence shows up with a significant fraction within five minutes after initiating protein synthesis (Fig. 3D). The time course of emerging fluorescent GFP molecules is satisfactorily fitted by a single exponential. The corresponding characteristic time constant for the observed process is 5.3 minutes, which is one of the fastest maturation times for a GFP mutant observed so far. Individual GFP molecules show fluorescence even within one minute (Fig. 3D). Studies aiming to resolve more details on cotranslational folding events require a much better time resolution. For this purpose the maturation of GFP is too slow and a better time resolution for monitoring folding events might be achieved by the cotranslational incorporation of non-natural fluorescent amino acids into the nascent chain.

Due to the immobilization of the target molecule rare or slow dynamic events as well as repetitive processes at one and the same molecule can be monitored. An alternative to anchoring proteins directly to a polymer-coated surface with a specific single-point attachment is possible by encapsulating proteins in surface-tethered lipidic, or polymeric vesicles (100–150 nm in diameter). One requirement for almost all single molecule studies with immobilized proteins is to reduce, as much as possible, interactions of the protein with surfaces. Perturbing interactions of unfolded proteins may significantly alter the structure and the
dynamics of the protein and can give rise to artifacts in the obtained results. Protein encapsulation is a promising approach to solve this problem by immobilizing water-soluble proteins within a native-like environment.\\[37\textsuperscript{-}41\\] Results of a study with a multi domain protein phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) encapsulated in surface tethered polymeric vesicles made of amphiphilic triblock copolymers demonstrated the feasibility of this approach\\[41\\]. Polymerosomes possess an extreme stability against various chemical denaturants and prove to be permeable to guanidine hydrochloride (GdnHCl) and are thereby ideally suited for unfolding and refolding studies. This was demonstrated with encapsulated PGK, which was fluorescently labeled with Atto655, a dye that exhibits pronounced photoinduced electron transfer (PET) to a nearby tryptophan residue in the native state.\\[42,43\\] Under unfolding conditions with structurally expanded protein structures, PET was reduced. For individual encapsulated proteins alternating unfolding (high fluorescence level) and refolding (low fluorescence level) conditions were monitored (Fig. 4B and C). As an extension of this approach, channel proteins incorporated into the polymeric membrane can facilitate transfer of solutes and substrates across the polymerosome membrane in a controlled manner.\\[44,45\\] Similar investigations have been performed with liposomes.\\[46\\] Channel-equipped polymeric nanocontainers extend the range of interesting applications, for example studies of conformational changes localized in immobilized proteins during the interaction with substrate molecules.

Membrane protein interactions studied in lipid bilayers

The cell membrane is not only a physical barrier between intracellular compartments or against the extracellular environment, but also comprises diverse cellular functions. Thirty percent of all proteins are membrane proteins which act as receptors, pumps, or channels. They facilitate metabolism and communication between cells. To fulfill these functions often larger oligomeric protein complexes have to be formed in the cell membrane or cytosolic proteins have to be anchored to the membrane. Studying protein-complex formation directly in the cell is difficult. Therefore, studies can be performed with giant unilamellar lipid vesicles (GUVs) which mimic a cell membrane to a certain extent.\\[47,48\\] GUVs are characteristically large in size (\(\sim\)10 to 40 \(\mu\)m) and allow studies at extreme low protein concentrations with special applications of confocal microscopy (Fig. 5A). For the incorporation of functional membrane proteins into GUVs, proteoliposomes with labeled membrane proteins were fused with surface-tethered GUVs.\\[49,50\\] With this procedure a very low protein concentration can be achieved within the GUV, for example a few hundred protein molecules per vesicle, which is rather similar to copy numbers of receptor species in the cell membrane.\\[51\\] In a case study, the lateral diffusion of a photoreceptor with seven transmembrane helices and its cognate transducer (two transmembrane helices) was analyzed in GUVs by employing FCS.\\[52\\] In order to obtain precise and reproducible measurements of diffusion coefficients in GUVs with FCS the central position of the intersecting beam focus is crucial (Fig. 5A). The two-dimensional diffusion coefficients of both separately diffusing proteins (photoreceptor: SRII and the transducer: HtrII) differ significantly (Fig. 5B). In GUVs containing both membrane proteins, a significantly smaller diffusion coefficient was observed for labeled transducer molecules indicating complex formation of SRII with HtrII (HtrII/SRII in Fig. 5B). Based on the phenomenological dependence of diffusion coefficients on the molecule’s cylindrical radius, the degree of complex formation can be estimated on a quantitative level.

**Fig. 4**  (A) Scheme of an individual protein labeled with a fluorescent dye encapsulated in a polymerosome. (B) Wide-field fluorescence image of surface-tethered polymerosomes containing dye labeled PGK. (C) A typical time course of the measured emission intensity as obtained from the integration of an individual spot. The corresponding images (see B) were measured every 30 seconds with polymerosomes bound to cover slides which were built-in a closed imaging chamber suitable for \textit{in-situ} buffer exchange. The arrows indicate buffer exchange from native to unfolding conditions or \textit{vice versa} (reprint with permission from ref. 41).
fluorescent molecules and allows studies at almost physiological concentration, as nicely demonstrated in some recent applications.34–36
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Conclusion

In this review we demonstrated that single molecule fluorescence techniques in combination with easily tunable in vitro assays offer a powerful approach to study protein folding as well as protein complex formation. Since this research field is rapidly developing it is expected that further improvements, in dye labeling, in sample preparations, and in instrumentation are going on. To support this point of view we mention here one further example which emphasizes the interdisciplinary character of this research field. One major limitation in single molecule fluorescence studies is given by the fact that the presence of physiological concentrations of labeled substrates (well above 1 μM) causes too high background fluorescence, even in TIRF illumination. The use of zero-mode waveguides (ZMW) drastically reduces the background signal from freely diffusing principle this approach is not limited to diffusion related measurements. The degree of protein-complex formation can also be analyzed by two-color cross correlation or by FRET measurements.35

Fig. 5 (A) Schematic side view of a surface tethered GUV with a beam focus (blue colored element) intersecting the GUV membrane at a central vertical focus position. (B) Two-dimensional diffusion coefficients are given as a function of the cylindrical radius of a lipid molecule, the transducer (HtrII), and the receptor (SRII). The dependence of the lateral diffusion on the cylindrical radius R was fitted with a 1/R proportionality (red dotted line) for the two membrane proteins. The blue symbol represents diffusion coefficients of labeled HtrII in the presence of non-labeled SRII molecules where approximately 80% of HtrII molecules are bound to an SRII molecule (reprint with permission from ref. 52).


